Discover how Synaptrx Sleep simplified their
workflow, cut costs, and improved the patient
experience with consistent AI scoring technology.
For Dr. Jagdeep Bijwadia, chief medical officer and medical director for
Synaptrx Sleep, EnsoSleep’s AI scoring has positively impacted multiple
facets of the sleep center.
From a simplified workflow, to reduced costs, and especially improved
patient turnaround times, the switch from primarily outsourcing all sleep
studies to leveraging EnsoSleep AI scoring has been a success.
Synaptrx’s biggest challenge was Dr. Bijwadia’s daily availability, as he
serves multiple locations. Because of the workflow, having consistent data
on the same day as HSAT drop-off made all the difference for patients.

Improving Process to Reduce Patient Turnaround Times
The primary reason for initially seeking out EnsoData’s team was a desire to cut
down on lengthy turnaround times for patients and improve his internal scoring
process. As the only physician, Dr. Bijwadia rotates between the four Synaptrx
clinics to meet with patients, visiting each location around once a week.
As you can see in the graphic below, before EnsoSleep, the average turnaround
time from completing an HSAT to meeting with Dr. Bijwadia could range
from one week on the low end to several if the outsourced scores needed
reassessments. EnsoSleep’s AI scoring completely changed the game for Dr.
Bijwadia, who can review an Enso-scored HSAT study in five minutes.

The delayed process was causing patients to have to reschedule appointments,
elongating their wait times for physician care. That’s why Dr. Bijwadia sought out
an AI Scoring solution, and the results of adding EnsoSleep have been terrific:
“While we still use the same device and study, instead of outsourcing the scoring,
data is uploaded into the EnsoSleep system, and 10 minutes later, I have a report
to view,” said Dr. Bijwadia. “So now, patients come in, give us the HSAT, and by
the time we get into the meeting, I have their data to analyze, cutting down on
patient inconvenience and the cost of scoring the studies at the same time.”

Adding AI Scoring Saves Money on Top of Time
In addition to time savings, there are financial benefits to the switch. Cost
savings with EnsoData’s AI solution are immense on a per study basis compared
to the outsourced prices Synaptrx was paying, though as Dr. Bijwadia mentions,
that was more of an added bonus.

Speed and Cost Savings Aside … is the Scoring Reliable?
Speed is only valuable if the scoring is also consistent. When it comes to
EnsoSleep’s AI scoring, consistency means the same thing as it does for
technologists: impeccable agreement with AASM standards.
Unlike old technologies, however, EnsoSleep’s speed does not come at the cost
of quality and consistency. According to Dr. Bijwadia, EnsoSleep provides a wave
of relief:
“After looking at many of the Enso-scored studies, it gives your clinician
confidence that you can rely on the autoscored report generated by
EnsoSleep, with very little concerns. There are very few instances where I have
to rescore by hand or update the report. I would say 1 or 2 percent, maybe. It’s
usually very accurate,” said Dr. Bijwadia.
Currently, EnsoSleep is AI scoring the majority of Synaptrx Sleep’s HSATs while
the team still outsources a small number of studies, Dr. Bijwadia believes: “100
percent of studies will ultimately be scored by EnsoSleep.”

EnsoSleep is the Wave of the Future

Implementing EnsoSleep was a game changer: optimizing the
Synaptrx Sleep workflow to improve the patient experience.
At the end of the day, the Synaptrx Sleep team simply needed a solution to
their patient turnaround time dilemma. After implementing EnsoSleep, patient
turnaround times dropped from around a week delay to same day results.
Patients are now able to see Dr. Bijwadia on the same day they drop off their
HSAT device. Not only is the process better, but costs dropped by 66% per
HSAT when AI scored compared to the outsourced price Synaptrx was paying.

To learn how EnsoSleep can help your team reduce
patient turnaround times or how you can shift from
outsourcing to AI scoring, contact us today!
608.509.4704
connect@ensodata.com
www.ensodata.com
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